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ABSTRACT 

 
The objective of this work is to understand the relationship between viscosity and the 

sintering of glass frit and to show that glass densification occurs via viscous flow within a 

narrow and predictable viscosity range.  In conjunction to this, surface area may only have 

a marginal influence over viscous sintering and therefore, the sintering viscosity (ηs) should 

not change with varying particle size.  Viscous flow is the primary mechanism for glass 

densification and the contrast between sintering glass and sintering ceramics is discussed. 

Hot stage microscopy (HSM) area variance data was analyzed to identify the glass 

transition temperature (Tg) and sintering temperature (Ts) for compact frit pellets. Sintering 

temperatures were determined by consolidating glass frit samples and firing them over a 

range of temperatures in air for two hours. For this work, a system was considered densified 

when the transition was made from continuous to closed porosity. Microstructural analysis 

was conducted using scanning electron microscopy (SEM).  Photomicrographs revealed 

that densification mechanisms obeyed the viscous sintering model.  Viscosity versus 

temperature curves were generated using SciGlass and MYEGA calculations.  

Experimentally determined sintering temperatures were matched with respective 

viscosities revealing that each glass sintered within the sintering range, ɳs = 109.6 ± 1.9 Pa∙s. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The primary hypothesis to this work was that glass frit sinters via viscous flow 

within a narrow and predicable viscosity range. The secondary hypothesis was that surface 

area may only have a marginal influence over viscous sintering of glass frit.  Viscous flow 

is the primary mechanism for glass densification and the contrast between sintering glass 

and sintering crystalline ceramics is discussed. The secondary hypothesis was addressed in 

two ways.  (1) Analyzing sintering viscosity as a function of specific surface area (SSA), 

and (2) considering variation in frit/powder morphology as a variable in microstructural or 

pore evolution. 

For the primary hypothesis, there were two parts to exploring densification of glass 

frit as a function of viscosity.  The first aspect was to understand the densification of glass 

frit as a function of temperature.  The glass frit was fired in a gradient furnace to undergo 

pressureless sintering in an air atmosphere for two hours.  The samples were fired at 

temperature to not experience a furnace temperature ramp.  Several consolidation methods 

were attempted including crucible packing, 3D printing and slip casting, but each of these 

methods had problems. Thermal gradients were present in heat treated, crucible packed 

samples, while the 3D printed and cast samples showed signs of a binder burn out issue. 

Ultimately, frits were dry pressed and quartered, which alleviated thermal gradients within 

the samples and the need for an organic binder.  

The other aspect of the primary hypothesis involved the generation of viscosity-

temperature curves as functions of glass composition.  This was carried out using the 

Priven-2000 database in SciGlass and the Mauro-Yu-Ellison-Gupta-Allan (MYEGA) 

fitting model.  By analyzing the pore morphology of samples fired over a range of 

temperatures, the densification temperatures (TS) i.e. sintering temperatures were 

determined.  The sintering temperature is defined as the temperature at which a system 

made the transition from open to closed porosity.  Since each sample was sintered under 

isothermal conditions with a two hour hold, heating rate and observable time dependencies 

were effectively eliminated.  Sintering temperatures for each glass were determined 

experimentally and were matched with a viscosity on a respective log viscosity-
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temperature curve.  The viscosity corresponding to a measured sintering temperature was 

denoted as the sintering viscosity, ηs.  Beam bending viscometry (BBV) was used to 

examine the displacement of a glass rod as a function of temperature, but attempts to 

generate viscosity-temperature curves experimentally were unsuccessful. Measured 

sintering temperatures were matched with respective SciGlass viscosities revealing that 

each analyzed glass sintered within the sintering range, ɳs = 109.6 ± 1.9 Pa∙s. 

A comparison of calculated glass transition (Tg) and sintering temperatures (Ts) 

from hot stage microscopy (HSM) data to the measured Ts for each glass, revealed 

discrepancies that could explain the variation within the sintering range.  A preliminary 

study of the glass frits via thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was complimentary to the 

HSM results. HSM and preliminary TGA data allude to the presence of physically and 

chemically bound water.  While an intensive investigation into the degree of glass-water 

interaction was outside of the scope of this work, complimentary analyses and literary 

reviews have shown that glass-water interaction is probable and compositionally 

preferential.  
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BACKGROUND 

 

A. Introduction to Sintering 

 

1. Processes and  Mechanisms 

Sintering can be defined as a thermal treatment for bonding particles via mass 

transport on an atomic scale and leads to a decrease in overall system energy.1 According 

to Rahaman, the definitions of firing and sintering differ; firing is used to imply that 

complex processes are at work during heating whereas sintering is less complex and allows 

the process of powder consolidation to be analyzed theoretically. Densification can be 

simply defined as the reduction of porosity.2  For ceramic materials, densification is driven 

by surface free energy reduction enabled by diffusion and can lead to either densification 

or coarsening.  A competition between densification and coarsening determines whether a 

system will densify or remain porous.  Within the context of this competition, densification 

is accomplished by the transportation of mass from grain boundaries into pores where 

coarsening is mass transport within pores without decreasing pore size.2 

There are three main sintering mechanisms: solid state, liquid phase sintering 

(LPS), and viscous phase sintering. Sintering kinetics for crystalline and polycrystalline 

materials can be modeled using Fick’s law of diffusion in terms of Gibbs free energy.3  

These driving forces are not of equal importance in all systems. For example, if chemical 

interactions are negligible, then an external pressure may be applied to compensate as a 

driving force for sintering.  This theoretical approach gives qualitative insight into how 

variables such as particle size, temperature, applied pressure, and atmosphere, impact the 

sintering process.2 The driving force behind LPS and solid-state sintering is the reduction 

of surface energy, specifically, the transfer or transition from surface solid-vapor energy to 

liquid surface-solid surface energy. 
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Understanding sintering mechanisms for ceramics gives insight into the sintering 

of glasses.  For ceramics, the process of diffusion drives densification.  The diffusivity can 

be approximated as a simple function of temperature such as, 

D = Doe(− Q
RT)                                                       (1) 

where T is the temperature, R is the gas constant, Q is the activation energy required for an 

atom to jump from one site to another, and both Do and Q are constants for a given system.3  

Defining diffusion as a thermally activated phenomenon is a valuable concept for both 

crystalline and non-crystalline systems even though temperature dependence and other 

factors differ from system to system.  For example, in a crystalline system the rate of grain 

boundary diffusion increases with decreasing grain size, or increasing specific surface area 

(SSA). This correlation is not the case for glassy systems since there are no grain 

boundaries.3 

 

2.  Solid State Sintering  
Solid state diffusion is the transportation of material within a system from one 

region to another and the transport path for diffusion is determined by a material’s defects.3  

Crystalline and polycrystalline materials are characterized based on long range order 

consisting of a repeating crystal lattice.  Transportation paths are defined and categorized 

based on defects within the lattice.4  These types of diffusion include lattice (or bulk) 

diffusion, surface diffusion, and grain boundary diffusion.  Each of these diffusion 

mechanisms cause necking, an increase in area of the region joining two particles, and 

determine the rate of densification or coarsening. For each transport mechanisms, equations 

describing the kinetics of neck growth have particle size dependence, especially surface 

diffusion and grain boundary diffusion. Interfacial diffusion processes favor smaller 

particle sizes since a greater surface area yields greater surface contact per unit volume. 

 

3. Liquid Phase Sintering 
Liquid phase sintering (LPS) can be employed for systems that are too difficult to 

solid state sinter.  LPS in a sintering process which introduces a liquid phase matrix which 

helps to rearrange solid particles, rearrangement leads to more efficient packing and 
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subsequently to densification.  The primary mechanisms at work are rearrangement and 

solution precipitation.  The solid grains within the liquid matrix are effectively dissolved 

and transported through the liquid phase.  This description assumes that the liquid wets and 

spreads easily onto and between the solid phase.  The rate of rearrangement that takes place 

during LPS is dependent upon the degree of wettability, and can be effectively explained 

by capillary forces.  During LPS, the magnitude of capillary forces is dependent upon 

contact angle, liquid volume, particle size and separation.  Figure 1 shows how the liquid 

phase settles between particles upon necking which increases the rate of neck growth.  The 

rate of neck growth can be calculated if the following parameters are known: dihedral angle 

(ϕ), neck radius (r), neck surface radius of curvature (s), neck thickness (t), contact size 

(X), the total solid-solid (ss) and solid-liquid (sl) surface area and associated surface 

energies (σss and σsl).5,6  Densification via LPS is dependent upon both the dihedral angle 

and the contact angle (determined via the sessile drop method, etc.) and generally is more 

effective when both angles are minimal.7  

 

 
Figure 1. Parameters for two idealized spheres fusing during liquid phase sintering.5 
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B. Sintering  Glass 

1. Viscous Flow 
There are several ways to manufacture or produce a glass: (1) cooling from a liquid, 

(2) hot-to-cold deposition, (3) chemical interaction, and (4) sintering. The most applied, 

and theoretically understood, is to cool a glass melt to form a non-crystalline solid. For 

glass forming melts, the mechanism leading to neck growth is viscous flow. An expression 

for viscous flow was proposed by Frenkel where he assumes flow to be driven by the rate 

of change in energy due to surface area reduction.4,8  This balanced energy concept can be 

summarized as the rate of energy dissipation by viscous flow (ĖV) is equal to the rate of 

energy that is gained by the surface area reduction (ĖS).  In other words, the driving force 

of surface tension leads to a reduction in surface area. This energy relation explains what 

maintains viscous flow during sintering but it does not explain what mechanism or factor 

initiates flow.   Various theories and models have been built upon Frenkel’s work, aiming 

to describe what is observed during the sintering of non-crystalline and glassy materials. 

Generally, for glassy materials, there is a progressive increase in neck size with 

increasing temperature, since viscosity decreases allowing for viscous flow. According to 

German,9 for isothermal sintering the proportion of the neck diameter X between two 

particles of diameter D grows in with respect to time such that,  

�𝑋𝑋
𝐷𝐷
�
2

=  3𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷

       (2) 

Where γ is the surface energy and t is the time.  It is important to note that the two-particle 

sintering models for crystalline and non-crystalline materials are dissimilar. Since non-

crystalline materials do not from grain boundaries at the neck region, as sintering 

progresses, zero curvature is readily achieved. Therefore, structures with low-packing-

densities cannot fully densify via viscous flow.9  Various models have been proposed to 

examine the densification i.e. elimination of porosity in glassy materials.  A 

phenomenological view for densification via viscous flow in isothermal conditions, as cited 

by German,10  

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 � 𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝
𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜

� =  − 𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷

      (3) 
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Where Vp and Vpo are the final and initial porosities, respectively.  Work by Scherer based 

on this energy relation proposed by Frenkel, produced a model for viscous sintering, i.e. 

the reduction of porosity via viscous flow.  Scherer used a cubic unit cell model, comprised 

of intersecting, cylinders.8,11 The cylinders represent strings of oxides (SiO2) with one unit 

cell consisting of 12 quarter cylinders. This allowed for a construct that was geometrically 

simple and allotted for porosity.  Figure 2 shows this idealized network, where intersecting 

cylinders have a radius, a, separated at a distance, l, and x = a/l.  The specific surface area 

(SSA) of the unit cell is written as,11 

 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 =  1
𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
�6𝜋𝜋−24√(2𝑥𝑥)
3𝜋𝜋−8√(2𝑥𝑥)

�      (4) 

Then from the relationship between SSA and free strain rate, Scherer states that the 

densification rate for an unconstrained material is, 

�̇�𝜌 = 𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏
2𝐷𝐷

      (5) 

According to this model, the densification rate increases with surface tension and SSA but 

decreases with increasing viscosity. The viscosity of a glass decreases with increasing 

temperature and the lower the viscosity the more rapid the sintering process.  The concept 

of viscosity is not unique to glassy systems.  Liquid phase sintering (LPS) and supersolidus 

liquid-phase sintering (SLPS) are both dependent on viscous flow but not solely 

dependent.1  These mechanisms, especially LPS, are dependent upon a liquid phase due to 

capillary forces that arise from the liquid phase wetting the solid phase. A capillary force, 

not viscosity, dominates in the system.     

Other models for viscous flow include Absolute-Rate Theory, where viscous flow 

is described as a rate process dominated by transitions in high energy states, and the Excess-

Entropy Theory, where a decrease in configurational entropy (decreasing temperatures) 

leads to difficulty of deformation.12,13  Both of these theories and respective models express 

viscous flow in terms of viscosity and temperature.  
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Figure 2. Scherer’s idealized network for the viscous sintering model.11 

 

2. Crystalline and Non-Crystalline Materials 
There are many ways in which the sintering of glass frit is disparate to the sintering 

of ceramic powder.  Glassy systems do not have a crystal lattice, no long-range order, and 

no grain boundaries. Unlike crystalline materials (e.g. ceramics) glasses form networks 

instead of closely packed structures.  These glass networks extend three dimensionally and 

the result is characteristic isotropy.  Isotropic properties of glasses are attributed to the 

postulates of Random Network Theory first proposed by Zachariasen.14-16  

The isotropic properties of a glass are designated by the glass network structure. 

Structural models for glasses are defined by the number of bridging oxygens (BO) and non-

bridging (NBO) oxygens in each network.  The number of BO’s and NBO’s can be 

predictably adjusted by adding network modifiers.  Topological Constraint Theory, 

formulated by Jim Phillips in 1979, addresses the relationship between the structure and 

the viscosity of a glass.  The simplest explanation of this relationship is that a network with 

many NBO’s has less constraints and a “looser” structure which implies a lower melt 
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viscosity for a given temperature.  Conversely, an increase in BO’s increases network 

strength, and implies an increase in viscosity at that same temperature.  Concentration of 

BO’s to NBO’s is dependent upon composition and directly impacts the viscosity-

temperature curve.14,16  

Long-range, structural randomness of glasses allows for interstitial displacements 

which increase in frequency and magnitude with increasing temperature.15,16  This 

nonlinear relationship with temperature gives way to a glass transition temperature (Tg) 

which is unique to glassy systems.  The glass transition, more practically referred to as the 

glass transition region, is not a phase transformation.  While it is common for many 

materials to undergo phase transitions over a range of temperatures, the glass transition is 

different.  The glass transition region is when upon cooling, a liquid departs from the super-

cooled equilibrium line (S.C.E.L.), becoming a nonequilibrium system, which upon further 

cooling becomes a glass.17,18  Because glassy systems have characteristic glass transition 

regions, all glass systems have equilibrium contributions at high temperatures and 

nonequilibrium contributions at low temperatures.  This is one of the many attributes which 

complicates the fundamental and physical understanding of glassy systems.  This is also 

why understanding the viscous behavior of glass can provide insight into the sintering of 

glass frit. 

 

3. Glass Viscosity 
To show densification of glass frit as a function of viscosity, it is necessary to 

explore the relationship between the densification temperature and a respective viscosity-

temperature curve.  Viscosity is defined as the measure of a liquid’s resistance to shear 

deformation.13  Log viscosity-temperature curves reveal characteristic temperatures that 

are dependent on composition.  Characteristic viscosities have been thoroughly 

investigated by those in the glass community and have been defined below in Table I.13,19-

22    
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Table I. Characteristic Temperatures Defined by Viscosity  

Name of Characteristic Temperature Viscosity (Pa∙s) 
Melting temperature (Tm) 1-10 
Working point 103 

Littleton’s softening point (TL) 106.6 
Glass transition temperature (Tg) 1012 – 1012.3 
Annealing point (Ta) 1012.5 
Strain temperature 1013.5 

 

A complete viscosity-temperature curve covers a range of 17 orders of magnitude, 

some of which are theoretical constructs necessary for applying a mathematical fit to 

empirical data.  Experimentally, multiple viscometric methods, each analyzing a specified 

viscosity range, can be employed to plot a log viscosity-temperature curve for a given glass.  

The most popular methods are beam bending viscometry (ɳ = 108 – 1012 Pa∙s), parallel plate 

viscometry (ɳ = 106 – 109 Pa∙s), fiber elongation (ɳ = 105 – 1012 Pa∙s )13,23 and cylinder 

rotation viscometry (ɳ ~ 1-2 Pa∙s).24   Beam bending viscometry (BBV) has become 

increasingly popular since sample specimens are relatively simple to prepare and BBV can 

be conducted at temperatures below the Littleton’s softening point.25,26  For the intent of 

this work, BBV was selected not only because of the simplicity of sample preparation, but 

also because it explores the viscosity range about the glass transition temperature. Figure 

3 gives a typical logarithmic viscosity plot as function of temperature, characteristic 

temperatures and viscometry methods are indicated. Note that viscosity drastically 

decreases as temperature increases, this makes sense considering constraint theory: as 

temperature increases so does the frequency and magnitude of atomic displacements.  

These displacements “loosen” the glass network and decrease its resistance to deformation. 
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Figure 3. Log viscosity-temperature curve depicting characteristic temperatures and 
respective experimental methods for soda lime silicate glass (modified from Shelby).13,22  

 

As stated earlier, several methods of sintering involve viscous flow to some degree 

when the method includes a liquid phase which compliments a solid phase.  In these cases, 

viscous flow is of lesser importance compared to solid state diffusion mechanisms. Glass 

is a nonequilibrium system and therefore its viscous behavior cannot be fundamentally 

understood as if it were a liquid, i.e. an equilibrium system.  But it has been shown by 

Mauro et al. that the fragility factor, m(x), while it is an equilibrium property, has a direct 

impact on the nonequilibrium viscosity of a glass. At low temperatures a glass is perfectly 

isostructural, and its viscosity can be described in Arrhenius form.18  The idea of the 

fragility parameter was first proposed by Angell who devised a way to classify liquidus 

systems as either strong or fragile.19  Angell observed that for certain compositional 

families of glasses, general behavioral patterns became apparent at and above the glass 

transition temperature (Tg).  There is no internationally accepted convention for Tg, but it 

is typically taken to be the onset temperature for a heat capacity “jump”, some ∆Cp.27  In 
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this context, behavioral patterns can be used to classify liquids and predict temperature 

sensitivity, i.e. viscosity-temperature curve.19 The fragility of a system can be determined 

by normalizing a log viscosity-temperature plot to Tg, as shown in Figure 3.  Fragility is 

correlated to the slope of these curves such that the higher the fragility, the quicker a 

viscosity decreases with increasing temperature.28   

 

Figure 4. The Angell plot showing Arrhenius plots of log viscosity as a function of Tg/T. 
Change in heat capacity, ∆Cp, used to determine Tg, is shown in the upper left corner.17,19,27  

 

At the atomic scale strong liquids, e.g. glass melts, exhibit short range order compared 

to fragile liquids.  A strong glass melt is characterized by a small ∆Cp near Tg upon both 

heating and cooling, while fragile melts have less defined short-range order and a large 

∆Cp near Tg.13,17
   It is worth noting that this change in heat capacity is unique to the glass 

transition region. When a crystalline or polycrystalline material experiences a phase 
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transition it is marked instead by a change in latent heat. Therefore, the glass transition is 

not a phase transition.17,19  

To accurately develop relationships that describe this relaxation behavior over such 

large temperature ranges, it is then necessary to take into consideration the deviation of the 

melt from Arrhenian prediction.  The result is the fragility parameter. Mauro et al. 

determined that the fragility can be defined as the slope of the curve when T = Tg(x), 18,20 

and given by the following equation, 

 𝑚𝑚(𝑥𝑥) =  𝜕𝜕𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10𝐷𝐷(𝑇𝑇,𝑥𝑥)

𝜕𝜕�
𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥)
𝑇𝑇 �

�
𝑇𝑇=𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥)

                                       (6) 

Where viscosity (η), temperature (T), composition (x), and glass transition temperature 

(Tg) determine the fragility parameter (m(x)). Viscosity-temperature models were explored 

by Mauro et al. who have shown that the Mauro-Yu-Ellison-Gupta-Allan fit (also known 

as MYEGA) is the most reliable to date, since it considers both equilibrium and 

nonequilibrium characteristics of a system as a melt cools to become a glass.18,20 The 

models are given below, as discussed by Mauro et al., have been rewritten in terms of three 

parameters: (1) the glass transition temperature (Tg), (2) the fragility (m), and (3) the 

infinite temperature viscosity extrapolation factor (ɳ∞), where each parameter is dependent 

only on the glass composition (x).  Using these three parameters, Mauro et al. was able to 

compare MYEGA to two older models in an objective manner.  Mauro et al. showed that 

in extremely high or low temperatures, VFT and AM had errors in opposite directions, and 

confirmed that MYEGA is the more reliable.20,22  A comparison of these three models was 

also conducted using the compositions of the glasses selected for this study. Curves were 

generated using Avramov- Milchev (AM), Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT), and MYEGA 

to show that, regardless of the fit used, they all agree about the glass transition region.  

Equations 7-9 give the models in terms of the aforementioned parameters as written by 

Mauro.17  Figure 5 gives an example of how well the models agree about Tg or ɳ= 1012 

Pa∙s. 
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It is important to make the distinction between viscosity-temperature curves that 

are reported as either experimentally measured or calculated.  Viscosity can be presented 

in two different ways.  One way is to present an isothermal viscosity (experimental) which 

reports a viscosity at a given temperature.  The other way is to present viscosity by isokom 

temperatures which reports temperatures for given viscosities.13  

 

 

 

AM 

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10𝜂𝜂(𝑇𝑇) =  𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10𝜂𝜂∞ + (12 −  𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10𝜂𝜂∞) �𝑇𝑇𝑙𝑙
𝑇𝑇
�
𝑚𝑚/(12− 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10𝐷𝐷∞)

                   (7) 

 

 

VFT 

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10𝜂𝜂(𝑇𝑇) =  𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10𝜂𝜂∞ + (12− 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10𝐷𝐷∞)2

𝑚𝑚� 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔
−1�+ (12− 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10𝐷𝐷∞)

                            (8) 

 

 

MYEGA 

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10𝜂𝜂(𝑇𝑇) =  𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10𝜂𝜂∞ + (12 −  𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10𝜂𝜂∞) 𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔
𝑇𝑇

exp �� 𝑚𝑚
12− 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10𝐷𝐷∞

− 1� �𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔
𝑇𝑇
−  1��          (9) 
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Figure 5. Viscosity model comparison using log viscosity-temperature relation curve for soda lime silica (SLS) container glass 
(calculations by Oistad22). 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

 

A. Densification Investigation 

 

1. Property Characterization  
The glasses used in this study were collected from a variety of sources so it was 

necessary that property characterization was conducted upon receipt. Frits (Ferro Co., 

Cleveland, OH) were made by quenching in water and grinding, float glass was ground 

from crushed glass sheets, and the container glass monospheres were derived from crushed 

powder shaped by a flame spheroidization.  Lastly, high purity fused silica was an 

industrial powder extracted via drying an aqueous suspension, ground, and sieved.  Specific 

surface area was determined using the BET method (Tristar II BET, Micromeritics, 

Norcross, GA), frit density was determined using a pycnometry method (Accupyc II 1340, 

Micromeritics, Norcross, GA) and particle size and distribution was determined using a 

particle size analyzer (Sedigraph III Plus, Micromeritics, Norcross, GA). Attempts were 

made to measure Tg and heat capacity (CP) of the glasses using a thermal gravimetric 

analyzer (SDT-Q600 TGA, TA Instruments, Champaign, IL) and a DSC (Q100 DSC, TA 

Instruments, Champaign, IL), respectively.  Instrumental temperature and sensitivity limits 

were insufficient to reveal Tg but TGA data was relevant regarding LOI and water 

impurities.  

 

2. Surface Area Impact 
The secondary hypothesis of this work is that surface area reduction is not the 

primary driving force for densification.  The surface area impact investigation was 

conducted using selected frits which incorporated the largest range of surface areas and 

morphologies: container and float glass. Figure 6 shows the range in morphology of the 

two glass powders.  Frits were fired and analyzed as outlined in the following section with 

two different surface area criteria: (1) as-received and (2) scalped. To scalp the particle size 

and distribution, selected frits were sieved using sieve mesh sizes 180 µm (No. 80), 53 µm 
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(No. 270), and 38 µm (No. 400). The resulting, finer frits were then used to carry out the 

surface area impact study. The measured properties, including specific surface areas, are 

given below in Table II. 

 

       
Figure 6. Photomicrographs of glass frit/powder: (a) soda lime silica (SLS) container 
glass monospheres and (b) crushed float glass frit. (Size bar = 100µm) 

 

Table II. Powder Properties for Selected Glass Frit  

Glass Density (g/cm3) SSA (m2/g) D50 (μm) 
Frit 3110 2.49 4.55 17.2 
Frit 3124 2.50 0.715 16.6 
Frit 3134 2.61 0.528 19.4 
Frit 3195 2.44 0.587 18.7 
Float Glass 2.53 0.206 23.3 

Scalped Float Glass 2.53 1.18 18.0 
Container Glass 2.47 0.0130 34.0 

Scalped Container Glass 2.47 0.637 33.6 
Fused Silica 2.39 0.286 11.6 

 

3. Sintering 
Sintering of glass frit was accomplished in two densification trials. During the first 

trial, glass powders were consolidated into porcelain ashing crucibles (Fisherbrand high-

form porcelain crucibles, 5mL, FB-965-B, Pittsburgh, PA) and were heat treated in air over 

(a) (b) 
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a range of temperatures for 30, 45, and 60 minutes in an open-ended gradient furnace (built 

in-house, Alfred University, Alfred, NY). For the second sintering trial, glass powders were 

dry pressed into pucks (3-grams at 21 MPa or 3,000 psi), quartered, and sintered with a 

dwell time of two hours. These sample temperatures were measured in situ.  

For the first densification trial, a furnace profile was produced for several setpoints 

(775°C, 800°C and 825°C) to track sample temperature as a function of depth in the tube 

furnace. Temperatures were measured incrementally using a thermocouple every 1.3cm 

(half inch) starting at 25cm (10 inches) from the furnace mouth. The temperature profiles 

are given in Figure 7.  Note that the uncertainty decreases at temperatures above that of red 

heat (T ≈ 650°C).  The second densification trial was designed to eliminate these 

temperature uncertainties by keeping specimen position within the hot zone.    

For the second densification trial, the gradient furnace was capped at the loading 

end and the cap was fixed with two type-K thermocouples.  The pressed samples were 

placed between the two thermocouples during firing to ensure a more accurate sample 

temperature. The D-tube and sample substrates remained inside the furnace during the 

heating ramp.  After allotting time for the furnace to equilibrate at the chosen setpoint, the 

samples were inserted at temperature.  At lower temperatures, the samples were fired on 

alumina substrates.  At higher temperatures, the samples were fired on platinum sheets to 

avoid possible chemical interaction with the glass.  After two hours, the samples were 

removed to cool in air to room temperature.  Sample temperatures were determined by 

averaging the temperatures readings from the two thermocouples directly before loading 

and directly before unloading the glass samples.  A schematic of the D-tube and specimen 

setup is given in Figure 8.  Allowing the relatively small glass specimens to soak at 

temperature for two hours significantly narrowed sintering temperature uncertainties; see 

Appendix A for further explanation regarding the two-hour hold time. 

Fused silica was the only exception to this procedure. The porcelain crucibles could 

only withstand temperatures up to 1150°C and the maximum operating temperature for the 

low temperature gradient furnaces was 1200°C, therefore, fused silica samples were fired 

in a bottom loading furnace. Fused silica samples were dry pressed and fired on a bed of 

coarse alumina over a range of temperatures from 1350-1475°C. The specimens were 

loaded at temperature and removed after a 30-minute hold, and allowed to cool in air to 
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room temperature. The much shorter, 30-minute hold time for fused silica was justified due 

to disproportionately high temperatures. 

 

 
Figure 7. Lindberg/Blue gradient furnace profile at setpoint 775°C, 800°C, and 825°C. 
Temperature variation below red heat at 650°C is large due to thermal lag. The standard 
deviation in temperature decreases at temperatures above red heat. 

 

 
Figure 8. Alumina D-tube experimental setup for the densification study in the gradient 
furnace. 
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Initial trials, where glass frits were consolidated into porcelain ashing crucibles or 

slip cast with a binder, revealed a variety of problems.  The crucibles created a thermal 

gradient within the sample such that an analysis criterion was set to analyze the top few 

millimeters of each sample.  The sample showing the greatest densification was taken as 

representative of that firing temperature.  The amount or volume percent of sample 

experiencing densification was highly dependent upon soak time. For example, a glass frit 

fired at 600°C for 30 minutes would show necking at the center of the sample, while that 

same glass having soaked for 60 minutes at 600°C revealed spherical porosity at the center.  

To address the thermal gradient issue, frits were consolidated without a crucible by slip 

casting and 3D printing.  When the frit was slip cast, particle segregation led to binder 

separating from frit, creating visible layering.  When these samples were fired, the organic 

binder charred before the compact densified. When the minimum amount of binder was 

employed, no charring was visible post firing but microscopy later revealed surface 

porosity, suggesting that binder burn out was the issue.  3D printing (Innovent, ExOne, 

North Huntington, PA) was attempted but only one frit had a particle size sufficient for 

flow, the industrial soda lime silicate (SLS) monospheres.  The resulting symmetric pucks, 

67 layers of alternating frit and binder, had reasonable green strength but later revealed a 

binder burn out issue as well.  Charring and surface porosity from binder burn out is shown 

in Figure 9.   

 
 

Figure 9. (a) Frit 3124 (post heat treatment) slip cast with high binder content, (b) Frit 3110 
(before heat treatment) slip cast with minimal binder content, (c) Frit 3134 cast with 40 
weight percent binder riddled with deep and irregular surface porosity. (Size bar = 200µm) 

(a) 

(b) 
(c) 
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4.  Hot Stage Microscopy  
A hot stage microscope (Misura ODHT, Expert Systems, Modena, Italy) was used 

to determine glass transition (Tg) and sintering temperature (Ts) targets for the densification 

investigation.  During heating, a computerized image analysis system automatically 

records and analyzes sample geometry; an example of this is given in Figure 10.  HSM 

samples are made by pressing small cylindrical pellets (2 mm dia. x 3mm.)  This small, 

specified shape are ideal for avoiding any negative influence of gravitational and surface 

tension forces.29  

The alkali aluminoborosilicates and soda lime silica frits were initially analyzed 

using heating rates of 5K/min, 10K/min, and 20K/min up to 1200°C, and images were 

recorded every 1-5°C. To avoid any variation between runs, heating schedules were set at 

20K/min to 1200°C with no soak time.  Fused silica was an exception with a ramp rate of 

80K/min to 1600 °C with no soak time.  These are the maximum operating conditions for 

this HSM were selected to avoid crystallization which can occur when fused silica is heated 

too slowly.   

 

 

 

      
(a) 35°C (b) 700°C (c) 750°C (d) 850°C (e) 900°C (f) 1000°C 

Figure 10. Example HSM images of SLS (float glass) fired at 20K/min to 1000°C. 
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B. Viscosity  

 

1. Beam Bending Viscometry  
A beam bending viscometer (Rheotronic IV, Theta, Port Washington, NY) employs 

a linear voltage differential transducer (LVDT) in a three-point bending configuration to 

measure the central point displacement (deflection) of a solid, rectangular sample as a 

function of time and temperature.  Maximum sample length could be 55 mm with a span 

length of 44 mm, and a cross section of 3 mm to 6 mm.  The LVDT outputs a voltage that 

is then divided by the LVDT slope factor (2.14) to output a displacement in millimeters 

per unit time.  The rate of displacement is then used to calculate viscosity according to 

ASTM C1350:25 

 

𝜂𝜂 =  𝑙𝑙𝐿𝐿3

1440𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑐
𝑑𝑑ℎ
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

�𝑀𝑀 + 𝑎𝑎𝜌𝜌𝐿𝐿
1.6
�                                                (7) 

 

Ic = bc3/12                                                               (8) 
 

Where 𝜂𝜂 = viscosity (Pa⋅s), M = load (grams), dh/dt = mid-point deflection rate of glass 

bar (cm/s), g = acceleration due to gravity (980 cm/s2), 𝜌𝜌 = density of sample (g/cm3), A = 

cross-sectional area of the beam (cm2), L = support span (cm), and Ic = cross-sectional 

moment of inertia (cm4) for a rectangle where b = width (cm) and c = height (cm).  Samples 

were mounted onto a fused silica, cylindrical mount with either end resting on a small 

platinum spacer to avoid sticking which has been shown to impact displacement rates.30  

Figure 11 gives the dimensions of a BBV sample and shows the setup schematically. The 

BBV was calibrated using the borosilicate calibration standard, NIST SRM 717a.31  The 

NIST calibration glass, Ferro frits and container glass were heated to a setpoint of 750°C 

with a ramp rate of 1K/min and a reading taken every 6 seconds.  

Glass frits were melted in ~250mL silica crucibles in a bottom-loading furnace 

(Deltech Inc., Denver, CO) at 1200°C for one hour (except for fused silica). Immediately 

following the soak at 1200°C, the glass melts were annealed at 25°C below Tg for two 
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hours then cooled at 10K/min to room temperature. BBV specimens were cut from the bulk 

of the glass using a diamond table saw for rough cuts, and then a low-speed diamond saw 

for precision cuts.   

 

 

 

Figure 11. BBV glass sample setup: two bars are shown here for the sake of explanation, 
the top to show dimension the second for experimental placement. 

 

 

2. SciGlass Calculations 
Isokom temperatures were determined using the Priven-2000 database in SciGlass 

(SciGlass, SciVision, Lexington, MA) for each glass composition.   Compositional data, 

given in Table III (see Table IV for compositions in mole percent and Appendix for 

complete chemistry) was input into the SciGlass calculator to determine characteristic 

temperatures: the Littleton softening point, the glass transformation temperature (Tg), and 

the annealing and strain points.  These temperatures are given below in Table V. The 

resultant fragility values per composition are given in Table VI.22 These values were used 

to then generate log viscosity-temperature curves for each composition using Equations 7-

9. 
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Table III. Glass Compositions in Weight Percent (Oxide Content Less than 0.15 Weight 
Percent Was Not Included: Fe2O3, TiO2, P2O5, MnO, Cr2O3) 

 Oxide Content (weight percent) 
Glasses SiO2 Al2O3 MgO CaO Na2O K2O B2O3 

Frit 3110 69 3.5 0.050 6.5 15 2.4 0.77 
Frit 3124 55 10 0.10 14 5.6 0.73 4.1 
Frit 3134 47 3.2 0.16 19 9.4 0.15 6.4 
Frit 3195 50 12 0.10 11 5.5 0.065 6.6 
Float Glass 72 1.3 3.7 9.1 13 0.27 0.000 
Container Glass 72 0.33 3.5 9.7 14 0.12 0.000 
Fused Silica 99 0.18 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 0.000 

 

Table IV. Glass Compositions Given in Mole Percent 

 Oxide Content (Mol %) 
Glasses SiO2 Al2O3 MgO CaO Na2O K2O B2O3 

Frit 3110 73 2.2 0.079 7.3 15 1.6 0.7 
Frit 3124 64 6.9 0.17 18 6.4 0.54 4.1 
Frit 3134 56 2.2 0.28 24 11 0.11 6.6 
Frit 3195 62 8.8 0.19 15 6.7 0.052 7.1 
Float Glass 71 0.76 5.5 10 13 0.17 0.000 
Container Glass 71 0.19 5.1 10 13 0.075 0.000 
Fused Silica 100 0.11 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

 

Table V. Characteristic Temperature Values from SciGlass22 

Glass Tg (°C) TL (°C) Strain (°C) Ta (°C) 

Frit 3110 597 731 553 593 

Frit 3124 703 882 654 700 

Frit 3134 657 732 610 696 

Frit 3195 689 890 641 684 

Float glass 555 755 514 551 

Container glass 551 746 509 546 

Fused silica 1204 1639 1130 1193 

SRM 717a 569 750 

 

527 

 

565 
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Table VI. Fragility Factors Calculated in SciGlass Using Equations 7-9 and the Values 
from Table IV22 

Glass VFT AM MYEGA 

Frit 3110 36.1 32.4 34.1 

Frit 3124 31.8 28.9 30.5 

Frit 3134 71.1 60.7 63.2 

Frit 3195 27.9 25.7 27.1 

Float glass 22.9 21.7 22.6 

Container glass  23.2 21.9 22.8 

Fused silica  22.6 21.4 24.9 

SRM 717a 25.5 23.8 

 

24.9 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

A. Densification Definition 

 

Sintering is defined as the process that leads to densification and densification is simply 

the minimizing of porosity.  However, the degree to which porosity must be minimized for 

a system to be considered “densified” or “sintered” is contextual.  For a glass system to be 

considered densified, porosity must be hermetically sealed, that is, pores may be irregular 

but must be closed.  Once pores become regular and spherical, the system has exceeded 

sintering temperatures.  Figure 12 gives an example of the change in microstructure with 

sintering, where the system densifies upon reaching the sintering temperature.  Viscous 

flow is apparent in Figure 12(a) as the particles fuse (necking) without forming grain 

boundaries and without coarsening.  Figure 12 (b) shows irregular, continuous porosity and 

Figure 12(c) shows spherical, closed porosity.  For purposes of this study, the sintering 

temperature (Ts) is determined to be the intermediate temperature between Figure 12(b) 

and 12(c); the temperature at which the system makes the transition from open to closed 

porosity.  To reiterate, all densification trial samples were sintered in air at temperature 

(experiencing no heating ramp) for two hours. 
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Figure 12. Sequential photomicrographs of SLS glass fired over a range of temperatures as 
an example of pore morphology and densification criteria: (a) necking, (b) continuous 
porosity, and (c) closed porosity. (Size bar = 100µm) 

(a) 
 

(b) 

(c) 
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B. Hot Stage Microscopy  

 

Analysis of hot stage microscopy (HSM) data included optical observation and a curve 

smoothing technique.  Plotting raw data (area variance versus temperature) and comparing 

this with the optical data (both images and video) the target regions for determining the 

glass transition temperature (Tg) and sintering temperature (Ts) are obvious.  The visible 

onset of linear shrinkage indicates that the glass transition temperature has been surpassed. 

When linear shrinkage reaches a plateau (before bloating) this indicates that the sintering 

or densification temperature has been exceeded. Figure 13 and Table IX show interval 

changes in area as temperature increases for analyzed glass frits. Note that all HSM 

specimens were prepared in the same manner.  However, since the as-received container 

glass frit had a relatively large particle size and narrow particle size distribution, this 

severely limited particle packing which can impact shrinkage upon heating. 

 

      

(a) 900°C (b) 1200°C (c) 1300°C (d) 1450°C (e) 1500°C (f) 1550°C 

Figure 13. Example HSM images for fused silica heated 80K/min to 1550°C. 

 

Analysis of area variance versus temperature curves produced by the HSM was 

conducted in a spreadsheet (Microsoft Excel 2010 version 14.0.7181.5000, Redmond, 

WA) using a “running slope (RS)” technique. Running slope, a raw data smoothing 

technique, was calculated in odd numbered intervals such that the 3-cycle would be the 

running slope of three points centered on the middle point, 5-cycle denotes the running 

slope of five points, etc. It is important to have a running slope centered about a single 

point to avoid shifting a curve one direction or the other.  Table VII gives an example of 

running slope calculations for Frit 3110 and Figure 14 gives individually plotted running 

slopes (3, 7, & 11 cycle) for the same test. 
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The target temperatures were calculated for each test using the INDEX function.  

Target temperatures were determined by first limiting the temperature range and second by 

taking the average of apparent Tg and Ts values given by each cycle. Figure 15 is an 

example of area variation (unsmoothed) and running slope (11-cycle) as functions of 

temperature and the target regions are labeled. The glass transition target region and 

sintering temperature target region (Figures 14 & 15) are 550-750°C and 700-900°C, 

respectively.  Table VIII gives calculated Tg and Ts values and respective uncertainties. 

Uncertainties are due to variation between target temperatures determined for each cycle 

(3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 cycle) for a test run. Note that the sintering temperature could not be 

determined for fused silica. X-ray diffraction (XRD) confirmed that cristobalite formed at 

temperatures as low as 1400°C. A comparison of these calculated HSM values and those 

measured experimentally is discussed in the following section. 

 

 

Table VII. Example of HSM Data Analysis for Frit 3110: Example for a 5-cycle Value, 
Five Temperatures and Corresponding Area Variance Values used to Calculate the 
Running slope are  Outlined 

Temp. (°C) Area Var. (%) 3 Cycle 5 Cycle 
36 2.88E-03     
37 1.44E-03 8.77E-05   
38 3.05E-03 1.23E-04 -9.58E-04 
39 1.68E-03 -2.54E-03 -2.03E-03 
40 -2.04E-03 -3.91E-03 -1.65E-03 
41 -6.14E-03 3.86E-04 -4.00E-04 
42 -1.26E-03 2.72E-03 6.07E-04 
43 -7.02E-04 -2.28E-04 1.08E-03 
44 -1.72E-03 8.77E-05 2.91E-04 
45 -5.26E-04 9.13E-04 4.21E-05 
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Figure 14. Example of HSM data analysis of Frit 3110 fired at 20K/min to 1200°C. (a) 
Running slope (3-cycle) calculated using three data points. (b) Running slope (7-cycle) 
calculated using seven data points. (c) Running slope (11-cycle) calculated using 11 data 
points. Target regions are marked by a dashed line and labeled in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15. Example of HSM data analysis for Frit 3110 heated at 20K/min to 1200°C. Area 
variance (%) both raw and calculated running slope (11-cycle) against sample temperature. 
Running slope = 0 at the peak, i.e. no change in percent area. 

 

 

Table VIII. Glass Transition and Sintering Temperatures Calculated from HSM Data using 
Running Slope and the INDEX Function in Excel 

Glass Tg HSM (°C) Ts HSM (°C) 
Frit 3110 609 ± 9 785 ± 6 
Frit 3124 661 ± 20 866 ± 10 
Frit 3134 596 ± 9 753 ± 12 
Frit 3195 654 ± 1 834 ± 21 
Float glass 598 ± 6 874 ± 8 
Container glass 645 ± 12 835 ± 4 
Fused silica 1338 ± 24 NA* 

*SEM and XRD data confirm crystallization of fused silica at temperatures as low as 
1400°C.  
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Table IX. Examples of HSM Images for Each Glass Frit (Heated at 20K/min to 1200°C Unless Otherwise Stated) 

 

 650°C 700°C 750°C 800°C 850°C 900°C 

Ferro frit 
3110 

      

Ferro frit 
3124 

      

Ferro frit 
3134 

      

Ferro frit 
3195 

      

Container 
glass 

(5K/min)       

Float 
glass 
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C. Microstructures 

 

Results from the densification study revealed that glass frit sintered between the 

calculated HSM target temperatures, as presented in Table X.  Comparison of HSM results 

with the microstructures also showed that glasses densify at temperatures significantly 

lower than the calculated sintering temperatures from HSM (see Figure 16).  Figures 18-

23 show the critical images for densification of each glass from the final densification trials. 

Note that the sintering temperature could not be determined for fused silica. X-ray 

diffraction (XRD) confirmed that cristobalite formed at temperatures as low as 1400°C; 

the crystallized fused silica is shown in Figure 24. 

 

Table X. Comparison of Calculated Characteristic Temperatures to Measured Sintering 
Temperatures  

Glass Tg HSM (°C) Ts Measured (°C) Ts HSM (°C) 
Frit 3110 609 ± 9 628 ± 4 785 ± 6 
Frit 3124 661 ± 20 719 ± 9 866 ± 10 
Frit 3134 596 ± 9 644 ± 9 753 ± 12 
Frit 3195 654 ± 1 685 ± 7 834 ± 21 
Float Glass 598 ± 6 670 ± 7 874 ± 8 
Container Glass 645 ± 12 678 ± 4 835 ± 4 
Fused silica 1338 ± 24 NA NA 

 

Discrepancies between HSM sintering temperatures and measured densification 

temperatures is partially due to the analysis parameters used by the HSM to calculate area 

variance, where sintering temperature is identified by a shrinkage threshold.  The degree 

of linear and volumetric shrinkage is dictated by particle packing. However, the 

temperature at which the system begins to shrink, shortly after reaching the glass transition 

temperature, is independent of particle packing.  The HSM parameters that determined 

whether a system is sintered are inconsistent with the densification criteria defined in this 

work and the sintering temperature values did not agree with the measured temperatures.  
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Other factors, such as packed compact density and heat transfer may have contributed to 

these discrepancies.  HSM temperatures were still valuable as target temperatures however, 

since the measured densification temperatures and associated sintering viscosities fell 

between calculated Tg and Ts, but slightly closer to Tg, as shown in Figure16. 

Differences between calculated characteristic temperatures could also result from 

experimental procedure, i.e. heating ramps and setpoints.  Certain glass compositions, 

especially alkaliborosilicates, can behave differently under different heat treatments. 

Alkaliborosilicate glasses tend to phase separate forming flux-B2O3 and SiO2 rich phases, 

which can occur when a glass is heat treated to temperatures within the metastable liquid 

immiscibility region.21,32  Back scattered electron imaging via SEM revealed “splotching” 

in a container glass specimen that had been fired at temperatures exceeding the determined 

Ts.  The “splotching” that may be indicative of phase separation is shown in Figure 17.  

Phase separation could lead to inconsistencies between measured and calculated sintering 

temperature, the assigned sintering viscosity and the actual viscosity of the glass.   

 

 

 
Figure 16. Comparison of measured sintering temperatures (x-axis) to calculated 
characteristic temperatures where the dashed line is a 1:1 relationship between the 
following temperatures:  HSM Tg (triangles), HSM Ts (squares), and Tg = 1012 Pa∙s 
(circles). Values given in Table X. 
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Figure 17. Container glass heat treated at approx. 680°C for two hours. The dark 
splotching could be phase separation. (Size bar = 200µm) 

 

 

  
Figure 18. Frit 3110 fired for two hours at (a) 625°C and (b) 630°C. (Size bar = 100µm) 

(a) 625°C (b) 630°C 
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Figure 19. Frit 3124 fired for two hours at (a) 712°C and (b) 725°C. (Size bar = 100µm) 

 

 

  

Figure 20. Frit 3134 fired for two hours at (a) 637°C and (b) 650°C. (Size bar = 100µm) 

 

 

(b) 650°C 

(b) 725°C (a) 712°C 

(a) 637°C 
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Figure 21. Frit 3195 fired for two hours at (a) 680°C (Size bar = 50µm) and (b) 690°C. 
(Size bar = 10µm) 

 

  

Figure 22. Float glass fired for two hours at (a) 665°C and (b) 675°C. (Size bar = 200µm) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(b) 675°C 

(b) 690°C 

(a) 665°C 

(a) 680°C 
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Figure 23. Container glass fired for two hours at (a) 675°C and (b) 680°C. (Size bar = 
200µm) 

 

 

  

Figure 24. Fused silica held at temperatures (a) 1400°C and (b) 1475°C for 30-minutes. 
(Size bar = 50µm)

(a) 675°C (b) 680°C 

(b) 1475°C (a) 1400°C 
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D. Sintering Viscosity  

 

Viable log viscosity versus temperature curves generated using SciGlass 

characteristic temperatures and three different fitting equations, AM, VFT, and MYEGA, 

gave further insight into the relationship of Tg and Ts.  Regardless of the model used, there 

was excellent agreement over the viscosity range 107 – 1012 Pa∙s.  Further, characteristic 

isokoms given by SciGlass (Priven-2000) generated log viscosity-temperature curves 

showed that both calculated glass transition temperatures and measured sintering 

temperatures fall within a narrow viscosity window.  A log viscosity-temperature diagram 

plotted using the MYEGA fitting model, with a curve representing each glass is presented 

in Figure 25. 

Reliable viscosity-temperature curves could not be generated from the data 

obtained by beam bending viscometry (BBV) tests.  The software controlling LVDT output 

and calculations was reviewed to assure that the slope factor correction was being applied 

adequately and for the correct values.  Finding that there were no reasons to suspect that 

the BBV was giving faulty data, it was concluded that the error was most likely due to an 

inadequate explanation for calculating displacement velocity. ASTM, NIST, and ISO 

standards all employ a mid-point deflection rate but they do not agree about how to 

calculate it.   It is proposed that this may be due to the misuse of displacement rates over 

elongational strain.22  The calculated viscosity-temperature curves generated by SciGlass 

calculations have been shown to be reliable, with minimal deviation from comparison to 

direct measurement.28  According to measured densification temperatures and associated 

viscosities given in Table XI, the analyzed glass frits sintered at ɳ = 109.6 ± 1.9 Pa∙s, denoted 

as the ɳs, the sintering viscosity.  The temperatures given in Table XI have an unlisted 

standard deviation of ±2°C which is the variation between in situ temperature 

measurements. 

The evaluated glasses densified within a narrow viscosity range as hypothesized.  

It is interesting to note that some glasses fall on one end of the range opposite of the others, 

as shown in Figure 26.  The glasses with lower sintering viscosities comprise Group I (Frit 

3110, Container glass and Float glass), and the glasses on the higher sintering viscosities 
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comprise Group II (Frit 3124, 3134 and 3195).  The average sintering temperatures for the 

glasses in Group I and Group II are given in Table XII and Table XIII, respectively.  Group 

I has an average sintering viscosity of   108.4 Pa∙s and silica to boric oxide ratio greater than 

100:1. Fused silica is projected to be in Group I given that this frit would seem to sinter at 

a viscosity lower than 108.2 Pa∙s; since Ts was not measured experimentally for this frit it 

was not included in the Group I average. Group II has an average sintering viscosity of 

1011.6 Pa∙s and silica to boric oxide ratio less than 20:1.  These ratios are based on the oxide 

contents given in Table XIV.  Figure 27 shows sintering viscosity as a function of three 

different oxides (a) SiO2, (b) B2O3 and (c) Al2O3. Still, since glass is a nonequilibrium 

system, any correlations between composition and sintering viscosity should be critically 

analyzed, especially since various external factors can influence sintering temperatures. 

Water interactions with glass can be extensive. Many studies have shown how the 

degree of water absorption into and adsorption onto glass powders varies depending on the 

glass chemistry.15,21,33  Water interacts with the surface of a glass particle forming hydroxyl 

groups, causing the glass to lose mobile alkali and divalent ions. These changes in surface 

chemistry (or subsurface depending on the amount of time allowed for the interaction) can 

alter the viscosity-temperature curve of a glass.33,34  It is interesting to note that 

thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) for one glass did reveal some water loss between 100-

600°C, but the data was generally inconclusive due to sensitivity limits.  The percent 

weight change at these temperatures was from physically not chemically bound water loss, 

and since the glasses in this study generally densified at relatively low sintering 

temperatures, chemically bound water would not break down before the system 

hermetically sealed. It has been shown that chemically bound water impurities tend to 

decrease the glass transition temperature.21,33,34   The difference in sintering viscosities 

between Group I and Group II may be linked to preferential water interactions. 

The difference between sintering temperatures calculated using HSM data and 

sintering temperatures determined experimentally also hints towards a water adsorption 

issue. HSM specimens experience a given heating rate while those specimens heated in the 

gradient furnace were introduced at temperature.  Calculated glass transition temperatures 

for Group I were more than 80°C hotter than temperatures associated with conventionally 
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accepted Tg (ɳ = 1012 Pa∙s), which correlates to an average decrease in the glass transition 

viscosity by 2.4 orders of magnitude.  
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Figure 25. Log viscosity-temperature curves for each glass composition (calculations by Oistad22). 
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Table XI. Measured Densification Temperatures and Respective Viscosities from 
Generated Viscosity-Temperature Curves  

Glass 
Sintering Range (°C) Viscosity Range (Pa∙s) 

Low T High T High ɳ Low ɳ 
Frit 3110 625 630 108.99 108.86 
Frit 3124 712 725 1011.45 1011.06 
Frit 3134 637 650 1010.35 109.90 
Frit 3195 680 690 1013.50 1013.13 
Float Glass 665 675 108.51 108.26 

Scalped Float Glass 665 670 108.51 108.39 
Container Glass 675 680 108.08 107.97 

Scalped Container Glass 675 680 108.08 107.97 
Fused Silica NA NA NA NA 
 Average sintering viscosity, ɳs =       109.6 ± 1.9 

 

Table XII. Group I Measured Sintering Temperatures with Standard Deviations and 
Associated Viscosity Values  

Group I Approx. Ts (°C) Assoc. ɳs (Pa∙s) 
Frit 3110 628 ± 4 108.91 
Float Glass 670 ± 7 108.39 

Scalped Float Glass 668 ± 4 108.44 
Container Glass 678 ± 4 108.01 

Scalped Container Glass 678 ± 4 108.01 
Group I Averages: 661 ± 22 108.4 ± 0.4 

 

 

Table XIII. Group II Measured Sintering Temperatures with Standard Deviations and 
Associated Viscosity Values 

Group II Approx. Ts (°C) Assoc. ɳ (Pa∙s) 
Frit 3124 719 ± 9 1011.24 
Frit 3134 644 ± 9 1010.11 
Frit 3195 685 ± 7 1013.31 

Group II Averages: 682 ± 38 1011.6 ± 1.6 
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Figure 26. Log viscosity-temperature diagrams showing Group I and Group II. Large 
scale image gives the V-T curves associated with one standard deviation about the 
average sintering viscosity for each group. Values are given in Tables XII & XIII. 

 

Table XIV. Composition of Selected Glass Frits in Mole Percent  

 Oxide Content (Mol. %) 
 SiO2 Al2O3 MgO CaO Na2O K2O B2O3 

Frit 3110 73 2.2 0.079 7.3 15 1.6 0.7 
Frit 3124 64 6.9 0.17 18 6.4 0.54 4.1 
Frit 3134 56 2.2 0.28 24 11 0.11 6.6 
Frit 3195 62 8.8 0.19 15 6.7 0.052 7.1 
Float Glass 71 0.76 5.5 10 13 0.17 0.000 
Container Glass 71 0.19 5.1 10 13 0.075 0.000 
Fused Silica 100 0.11 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
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Figure 27. Impact of (a) silica content (b) boric oxide content and (c) alumina content on 
the sintering viscosity of the glass system. 
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E. Surface Area Impact 

The secondary hypothesis regarding the impact of surface area highlighted the 

differences between the sintering and densification of glass frit compared to that of 

crystalline ceramics. Figure 28 shows sintering viscosity as a function of specific 

surface area (SSA).  Glass frits with large and small SSA sintered at similar viscosities, 

while frits with similar specific surface areas sintered across the viscosity range.  It is 

interesting to note that Group I clearly showed no dependence on SSA but Group II 

had anomalous behavior having comparable SSA but sintering about 1010≤ηs≤1013 

Pa∙s.  Figure 29 shows that some glass frits with comparable SSA sintered over a range 

of nearly 80°C, while glass frits with SSA differing by over two orders of magnitudes 

sintered within 10°C of each other.  As discussed in Section II, Part A, the major 

diffusion mechanisms driving densification of ceramics are surface and grain boundary 

diffusion.  Ceramic powders with a small particle size often require less energy to sinter 

(e.g. relatively lower firing temperatures) since the rate of grain boundary diffusion is 

dependent on grain size.2  Viscous sintering, however, occurs via mass transport across 

the volume of the particles and is independent of geometry.35 

Frit/powder morphology was also considered when studying the correlation of SSA 

with sintering.  The SLS glasses were selected for this study.  The SSA of float glass 

scalped and as-received was 1.18m2/g and 0.206m2/g, respectively, and the SSA of 

container glass scalped and as-received was 0.637m2/g and 0.0130m2/g, respectively.  

Regardless of the differences in SSA, the sintering temperatures for float glass scalped 

and as-received remained within 2°C of each other. Similarly, the measured sintering 

temperatures of scalped and as-received container glass were found to be the same.  

Figure 30 shows sequential photomicrographs of container glass densifying at the same 

measured sintering temperature even after particle size and distribution had been 

scalped.  Similarly, Figure 31 shows photomicrographs of float glass sintered after 

particle size and distribution were also scalped. These glass frits were processed 

differently, container glass frit underwent spheroidization and the float glass frit was 

made by grinding sheets of float glass such that SSA, particle size and distribution and 

particle morphology were different in each case.  Figure 32 shows that the glass frits 
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maintain morphology upon heating until the sintering temperature is reached.  The data 

shows that regardless of variations of particle morphology, the compositionally 

different glass frits demonstrated viscous flow and sintered within the ɳs range. The 

insensitivity of viscous sintering to particle size and geometry has been shown in a 

number of studies.35 

 

 

Figure 28. Plot showing sintering viscosity as a function of SSA, Group I (circles) and 
Group II (triangles) data are shown. 

 

 

Figure 29. Sintering temperature as a function of specific surface area. 
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Figure 30. Scalped container glass fired at (a) 675°C and (b) 680°C for two hours. (Size 
bar = 100µm) 

  

Figure 31. Scalped float glass fired at (a) 665°C and (b) 670°C for two hours. (Size bar = 
100µm)  

 

  

Figure 32. Particles maintain morphology during sintering, (a) container glass fired at 
675°C and (b) float glass fired at 650°C for two hours. (Size bar = 200µm)

  

(a) 675°C 

(b) 670°C 

(b) 680°C 

(a) 665°C 

(a) 675°C (b) 650°C 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 
 

The primary hypothesis of this work was that glass frit sinters within a narrow and 

predictable viscosity window, ɳs.  Sintering viscosities were determined for six different 

glass chemistries and eight different particle sizes. Each glass frit was found to densify, 

make the transition from continuous to closed porosity, within the viscosity range, ɳs = 

109.6 ± 1.9 Pa∙s. The variance in sintering viscosity is likely due to the susceptibility of certain 

glass compositions to water adsorption and other LOI specimens, such impurities have 

been shown to decrease the glass transition temperature (Tg).  Discrepancies between HSM 

glass transition and sintering temperatures and those measured experimentally, also alludes 

to the susceptibility and impact of water on glass.  Further, calculated glass transition 

temperatures were lower than those calculated in SciGlass, lending towards the idea that 

water absorption or some other impurity did decreases the glass transition temperatures. 

  Densification of each analyzed glass was localized to temperatures just above the 

glass transition temperature even over a wide range of specific surface areas. Viscous flow, 

which is not dominated by surface energy reduction, is the primary mechanism for glass 

densification. Viscous flow or viscous phase sintering is evident in two main ways: (1) 

glass frit sintered at the same sintering viscosity before and after scalping the particle size 

and distribution, and (2) glass frit maintained unique particle morphology until the sintering 

temperature was reached. 

This work concluded that glass frits, regardless of chemistry and particle size, sintered 

via viscous flow within a narrow viscosity window.  The results and discussion touched on 

some questions that arose that were outside the scope of this work, but if these questions 

were to be answered could potentially support the notion of a universal sintering viscosity 

for glass frits. 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORKS 
 

 

While this work found that six different glass chemistries densified within a narrow 

viscosity window, future work could be done to further narrow the sintering viscosity 

range.  Areas of future work could include analysis of frit water content via Fourier-

transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), 

electron diffraction spectroscopy (EDS) for suspected phase separation, and structural 

analysis via x-ray diffraction (XRD) for suspected crystallization such as what was seen 

in heat treated fused silica frit.  

It would be especially valuable to understand the amount of water present in the 

glass frits that were used for experiments regarding the primary hypothesis.  Extended 

glass-water interactions have been shown to change viscosity-temperature 

characteristics and can depress the glass transition temperature (Tg).  TGA would be 

valuable to deduce the amount of physically and chemically bound water present.  For 

these purposes, the sensitivity of TGA may be enhanced by a lower ramp rate.  Hot 

stage microscopy (HSM) and differential calorimetry (DSC) would also be useful, in 

addition to TGA, for determining the temperatures at which chemically bound water is 

released.  Determination of a relationship between water content and glass composition 

would be invaluable in determining water content impact on sintering viscosity. 

Regarding the secondary hypothesis, it would be useful to explore sintering 

temperatures of glasses with extremely large and extremely small particle sizes, e.g. 

fusing two solid sheets of glass and sintering nano-frits/powders.  Determination of 

sintering viscosities for extreme specific surface areas would give insight into factors 

effecting viscous flow. 
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APPENDIX A 

Introduction 
 

Throughout this work, discussion of the main factor influencing densification of 

glass is of the characteristic viscosity. Still, it is important to mention that while time is of 

lesser importance, heat distribution, a function of time and composition, is vital to 

achieving a sintering viscosity. In addition to initial sintering trials of varying hold times, 

a design of experiments (DOE) was conducted to determine a necessary or appropriate 

amount of time to carry out successful isothermal sintering of glass frit in a customized 

tube furnace. The DOE looked at three factors influencing heat distribution: depth, position 

and equilibration time (see Figures 33 & 34.) The position factor was found to be 

insignificant - the temperature that a specimen would experience, whether near the top of 

the D-tube (a short specimen) or near the top of the tube furnace (a tall specimen), were 

relatively the same. The depth factor was found to be significant - the temperature of the 

furnace varied nonlinearly with distance from the front mouth of the furnace. The hottest 

point, or hot zone, was determined to be approximately 50cm from the front. Therefore, 

the compact frit specimen(s) were placed at this distance between two, stationary 

thermocouples. The factor of furnace equilibration time was also found to be significant. 

As a result, the D-tube and substrates were heated in the furnace during the heating ramp 

to a chosen setpoint. And to further avoid thermal lag, samples were pressed and quartered 

to obtain small and repeatable dimensions. The results of the DOE are plotted and given in 

Figure 35.  Overall, time was not found to be a significant factor during the viscous 

sintering of glass frit, as has been shown by others.36 However, this DOE showed that the 

furnace setup required a minimum of 45-minutes at temperature to stabilize. Further, initial 

sintering trials showed that 60-minutes at temperature was not enough to overcome thermal 

lag within a crucible packed sample. Ultimately, the two-hour hold time (longer than 

necessary for thermal distribution through the system) was chosen for comparison to initial 

densification trials and to ensure complete thermal distribution. It is interesting to note that 

there were no observable microstructural differences between glass frit that sintered at a 

given temperature for 60-minutes compared to 2-hours, the only difference was the volume 

of glass frit that sintered in each specimen, partial and whole, respectively.
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Experimental Procedures 

 
Figure 33. Fishbone diagram for DOE. 

 

Figure 34. DOE three-factor factorial.
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Results and Discussion 

 
 

 
 

Figure 35. (a) Pareto chart showing that depth (distance from front of furnace) and furnace 
equilibration time are significant factors, and (b) a box plot showing that at higher 
temperatures, in the hot zone, temperature uncertainties decrease drastically.

(a) 

 

(b) 
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APPENDIX B 
 

Table XV. Complete Composition for Selected Glass Frits in Weight Percent (ES-ICP) (ICP, Bureau Veritas Commodities Canada Ltd, 
CA) 

 

 Oxide Content (wt. %) 
Glasses SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 MgO CaO Na2O K2O TiO2 P2O5 MnO Cr2O3 

Frit 3110 69 3.5 0.065 0.050 6.5 15 2.4 0.060 0.010 <0.010 <0.020 
Frit 3124 55 10 0.045 0.10 14 5.6 0.73 0.060 0.060 <0.010 <0.0020 
Frit 3134 47 3.2 0.11 0.16 19 9.4 0.15 0.050 <0.010 <0.010 <0.0020 
Frit 3195 50 12 0.16 0.10 11 5.5 0.065 0.050 0.01 <0.010 <0.0020 
Float Glass 72 1.3 0.11 3.7 9.1 13 0.27 0.020 0.010 <0.010 <0.0020 
Container Glass 72 0.33 0.18 3.5 9.7 14 0.12 0.030 0.010 <0.010 <0.0020 
Fused Silica 99 0.18 <0.040 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 <0.010 0.010 <0.010 <0.0020 

            
 Trace Elements (ppm) Other (wt. %) 

Glasses Ba Ni Sr Zr Y Nb Sc B BxO1-x LOI Sum 
Frit 3110 120 <20 35 300 <3.0 <5.0 <1.0 >2000 0.77 0.60 98 
Frit 3124 69 <20 98 904 3.5 10 <1.0 >2000 4.1 0.50 87 
Frit 3134 63 <20 927 426 <3.0 6.0 <1.0 >2000 6.4 0.35 79 
Frit 3195 138 <20 99 235 <3.0 6.0 <1.0 >2000 6.6 0.25 79 
Float Glass 14 <20 50 54 <3.0 <5.0 <1.0 7.5 N/A 0.20 100 
Container Glass 62 <20 63 70 <3.0 <5.0 <1.0 13 N/A 0.20 100 
Fused Silica <5 <20 <2 <5 <3.0 <5.0 <1.0 4.0 N/A 0.50 100 
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